
 

 
CMC Markets collect multiple awards from Shares 

and Investment Trends 
 

 CMC Markets have won three categories at the Shares Awards; Best Investor Education, 

Best Online Trading Platform and Financial Services Provider of the Year 

 CMC Markets have now won Best Online Trading Platform for two years in a row and 

Financial Services Provider of the Year three times since 2011 

 These awards have come after strong financial results and winning 12 awards from the 

recent Investment Trends 2014 UK Leveraged Trading Report 

 

CMC Markets, one of the leading providers of spread betting and CFD trading, has been awarded 

Best Investor Education, Best Online Trading Platform and Financial Services Provider of the Year at 

the Shares Awards 2014. 

 

The awards held by Shares, the financial magazine, recognise excellence in the financial sector. The 

awards are based on votes by Shares’ readership of stock market professionals, private investors and 

traders.  

 

The ceremony culminates with the presentation of the Financial Services Provider of the Year trophy, 

awarded to the company which collects the most votes across all of the categories, an award 

previously also won by CMC Markets in 2011 and 2013. 

 

These were not the only awards the company has recently won. Investment Trends conducts an 

annual in-depth survey of UK investors and their usage of financial spread betting, CFD trading and 

FX trading products. The 2014 study, based on a survey of 13,097 investors, awarded CMC Markets 

12 awards as rated based on highest user satisfaction. Among them were: 

- Best Mobile Trading Platform   

According to spread betters, CFD and FX traders 

- Best Trading Platform Features 

According to spread betters, CFD and FX traders 

- Highest Overall Client Satisfaction 

According to CFD traders 

 

Peter Cruddas, CEO of CMC Markets, said: “It is wonderful to be recognised for the great service we 

provide to our clients. It is a reflection on everyone at CMC Markets that the service hits the button 

with the trading community. 2014 has been a great year for us and these awards are like the icing on 

the cake spurring us into 2015.” 

-ends- 
 

For more information please contact: 
Teamspirit Public Relations on 0207 360 7878 or cmcmarkets@teamspiritpr.com 
  

mailto:cmcmarkets@teamspiritpr.com


 

Notes to Editors 

CMC Markets is a leading global provider of financial spread betting and Contracts for Difference  
(“CFDs”), offering access to thousands of products across FX, indices, shares, commodities and  
treasuries. Since Peter Cruddas founded CMC Markets in 1989, the company now has offices in  
London, Paris, Milan, Madrid, Frankfurt, Oslo, Stockholm, Toronto, Sydney, Auckland, and Singapore.  
CMC Markets represents clients in 77 countries. 
 
Spread bets and Contracts for Difference (“CFDs”) are leveraged products and carry a high level of  
risk to your capital as prices may move rapidly against you. It is possible to lose more than your  
investment and you may be required to make further payments. These products may not be suitable  
for all clients therefore ensure you understand the risks and seek independent advice. 

CMC Markets UK Plc and CMC Spreadbet Plc (collectively known as CMC Markets) are authorised 
and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority, reference numbers 173730 and 170627. 
For further information on CMC Markets please visit www.cmcmarkets.co.uk 

CMC Markets is an execution only service provider. The material (whether or not it states any 
opinions) is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal 
circumstances or objectives. Nothing in this material is (or should be considered to be) financial, 
investment or other advice on which reliance should be placed. No opinion given in the material 
constitutes a recommendation by CMC Markets or the author that any particular investment, security, 
transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. 
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